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I did a Radio Interview with Bruce Whitfield a few sessions ago – Please listen
'Extreme concerns' about #coronavirus making landfall in Africa @Radio702 Bruce Whitfield
#COVID19
http://j.mp/325LfRU

There are 2 issues with respect to the #Coronavirus.
The First Issue is whether The #CoronaVirus will infect the Continent

The Federal Ministry of Health has confirmed a coronavirus(Covid-19) case in Lagos
The case which was confirmed on 27/02/2020 is the first case to be
reported in Nigeria since the beginning of the outbreak in China in
January 2020 @WHO

Nigeria's First #coronavirus Case Traveled Through Lagos Before Detection: Minister
ABUJA (REUTERS) - Nigeria's first confirmed coronovirus case was not detected at airport,
and traveled through Lagos before he took ill and went to a hospital, the country's health
minister said on Friday. The Italian man, who authorities said arrived in Nigeria from Milan
on the evening of Feb. 24, did not have symptoms when the plane landed Authorities are
now working to "meet and observe" all those who were on the flight with him, and are also

identifying all the people he met and places he visited in Lagos, a city of some 20 million
people, before reporting to the hospital.
We Know that the #Coronavirus is exponential, non linear and multiplicative.
what exponential disease propagation looks like in the real world. Real world exponential
growth looks like nothing, nothing, nothing … then cluster, cluster, cluster … then BOOM!
http://j.mp/2TdIDxd

@BillGates has already warned

.@BillGates said. “This disease, when it comes to Africa, will be more dramatic than in
China – and I don't want to play down what is happening in China.” #COVID19
http://j.mp/2wdkxuH
Ebola is terrible, but it‘s not like a lightning flu @BillGates
http://bit.ly/37vP1Fn
There is a School of thought that Africa has viral defences See Video

Kalonzo @skmusyoka I think our genes are strong because we have not heard of any
CoronaVirus case on an African, we thank God @citizentvkenya
https://twitter.com/citizentvkenya/status/1233753003095658497?s=20

The Answer will surely be discovered imminently

Outside The Question of Infection
There is the #COVID19 Economic Blowback

At the beginning of the Year These were the forecasts from the AFDB IMF and WORLD
BANK
.@AfDB_Group African Economic Outlook 2020
http://j.mp/2PDLIpp
Africa’s economic outlook continues to brighten. Its real GDP growth, estimated at 3.4
percent for 2019, is projected to accelerate to 3.9 percent in 2020 and to 4.1 percent in
2021
In sub-Saharan Africa, growth is expected to strengthen to 3.5 percent in 2020–21 (from
3.3 percent in 2019). @IMFnews WEO
http://bit.ly/2G6sHXx
Regional growth is expected to pick up to 2.9% in 2020 @WorldBank Economic Outlook
http://j.mp/2TfM4oF
Risks: A sharper-than-expected deceleration in major trading partners such as China, the
Euro Area, or the United States, would substantially lower export revenues and investment.
A faster-than-expected slowdown in China would cause a sharp fall in commodity prices
and, given Sub-Saharan Africa’s heavy reliance on extractive sectors for export and fiscal
revenues, weigh heavily on regional activity.
All these forecasts have been overtaken by Events and need to be tilted substantially lower
CHINA will post negative GDP in Q1 2020 and even Q2 2020 [I believe]
Standard Chartered China Projection

CHINA PMI prints the Lowest ever. I know China is talking about getting its Factories
cranked up again but that might risk second round #COVID19 Effects

Commodity Prices have been crushed

WTI Crude oil -26.00% since January 6

Copper has crashed

A faster-than-expected slowdown in China would cause a sharp fall in commodity prices
and, given Sub-Saharan Africa’s heavy reliance on extractive sectors for export and fiscal
revenues, weigh heavily on regional activity. WORLD BANK

11 African states are most at risk from the physical spread of Coronavirus*: Algeria, Egypt
and South Africa; Nigeria and Ethiopia; Morocco, Sudan, Angola, Tanzania, Ghana and
Kenya. @patthaker
https://twitter.com/patthaker/status/1232610415231881216?s=12

We can already see weaker China Demand
China to Take a Third Less West African Oil as Virus Hits Demand @markets.
http://j.mp/3cnd0dB
The volume of crude that will be shipped to China from West Africa next month is set to
drop by at least ten million barrels as the demand destruction caused by the coronavirus
hits home.
I called this a
2-SEP-2019 :: the China EM Frontier Feedback Loop Phenomenon. #COVID19
http://j.mp/2kokeYv
China EM Frontier Feedback Loop Phenomenon.
This Phenomenon was positive for the last two decades but has now undergone a Trend
reversal.
The Fall-out is being experienced as far away as Germany Inc.
The ZAR is the purest proxy for this Phenomenon.
African Countries heavily dependent on China being the main Taker are also at the bleeding
edge of this Phenomenon.
This Pressure Point will not ease soon but will continue to intensify

COVID-19 Expected to Cause Widespread Economic Disruption in Africa @StandardBankZA's
Jeremy Stephens H/T @eolander
http://bit.ly/2HX1TtG
This year, a demand shock and price decline would be very difficult for Africa. Even
though tallying the impact of this coronavirus is not yet possible, already expectations for
oil consumption have been reduced by 1.5mn barrels per day in Q1:20 and demand for
copper is forecast to fall by 300,000 metric tons in 2020. Already, prices of key
commodities, like copper, oil and thermal coal have already fallen by 20% since midJanuary, and a few reports are emerging that Chinese buyers have postponed overseas
orders, some declaring force majeure.
"a one percentage point decrease in China’s domestic investment growth is associated
with an average 0.6 percentage point decrease in Africa’s exports"
The ZAR is the purest proxy for this phenomenon. #USDZAR - A breath away from 15.70 @vasilisgirasis [At risk of a Freefall]

However,
Meanwhile, the top 3 performing #African #currencies against the US$ YTD have been the
#Ghana cedi(+6%); the #Egyptian pound (+2.94%) and the #Seychelles rupee
(+2.12%). @AfreximResearch
The #Burundi franc, #SierraLeone leone and the #Kenyan shilling have also performed
relatively well.

In an Article on 09-DEC-2019 headlined
Time to Big Up the Dosage of Quaaludes
http://bit.ly/2YvwvtH
This week @MoodysInvSvc downgraded Nigeria to negative and we learnt that Foreign
Investors are propping up the Naira to the tune of NGN5.8 trillion ($16 billion) via shortterm certificates.
Everyone knows how this story ends. When the music stops, everyone will dash for the Exit
and the currency will collapse just like its collapsing in Lusaka as we speak.
The @MoodysInvSvc downgrade in two graphs @nonso2
https://twitter.com/nonso2/status/1202519144387825664

Balance Sheets are maxed out

Debt burdens have increased and affordability has weakened across most of Sub-Saharan
Africa, while a shift in debt structures has left some countries more exposed to a financial
shock #MoodysAfrica @moodysafrica

And on top of all this we have a Locust Invasion
Locusts in the Horn of Africa "If I shut up heaven that there be no rain, or if I command the
locusts to devour the land, or if I send pestilence among my people;" - 2 Chronicles 7:13-14
(KJV) @man_integrated
https://twitter.com/man_integrated/status/1233484875161837569?s=20
Everything old is new again, it would seem.

BUCKLE UP.
THIS IS A PERFECT STORM

